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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager configuration descriptions below. When a
call made from Phone A Line 1 to 30001, using Line1, which route pattern is chosen by the Cisco
Unified Communications Manager?
Phone A device calling search space is CSS_Dev_A.
Phone A Line 1 is assigned calling search space CSS_Line_A.
Route Pattern 30XXX is placed in Partition Part_1.
Route Pattern 3XXXX is placed in Partition Part_2.
Route Pattern 300XX is placed in Partition Part_3.
CSS_Dev_A contains partition(s) Part_1.
CSS_Line_A contains partition(s) Part_2.
A. No match exists and the user receives a reorder tone
B. 3XXXX in partition Part_2
C. 300XX in partition Part_3
D. 30XXX in partition Part_1
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Packets from a router with policy-based routing configured are failing to reach the next hop.
Which two additions can you make to the router configuration to enable the packets to flow
correctly? (Choose two.)
A. Specify the next hop as an interface.
B. Specify the next hop as an address.
C. Add a match-any permit statement to the route map.
D. Enable ip proxy-arp on the exiting interface.
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Here is an example:
Router(config)#route-map Engineers permit 20 Router(config-route-map)#match ip address 2
Router(config-route-map)#set interface Ethernet1 Here, instead of specifying a next-hop, it
specifies that any packets matching this rule will be forwarded directly out the interface
Ethernet1. This means that either the destination device must be on this segment, or there
must be a router configured with Proxy ARP that can forward the packet to the ultimate
destination.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What does the SRP distribute to the line modules when a routing table changes?
A. link-state information
B. an incremental update
C. the complete routing table
D. updated RIB-Out
Answer: C
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